Introduction
Since the development of AZT in 1985 (Mitsuya et al., 1985) , NRTIs have been vital in treating HIV infection. NRTIs inhibit RT by serving as nucleoside mimics; subsequent to phosphorylation by cellular kinases, the inhibitor is incorporated into DNA during reverse transcription. Currently available NRTIs lack a 3'-hydroxyl group, so incorporation causes immediate termination of polymerization. Despite the success of NRTIs, limitations include acquired resistance to RT, and host toxicity that can manifest as neuropathy, lactic acidosis, and hepatotoxicity (Apostolova et al., 2011) .
Although some toxicity can be attributed to mechanisms such as phosphorylation inhibition (Apostolova et al., 2011) , the primary cause of NRTI toxicity is via inhibition of pol γ (Koczor and Lewis, 2010; Kohler and Lewis, 2007) . Pol γ , which replicates the human mitochondrial genome, is a heterotrimer containing a catalytic monomer with polymerization and exonuclease domains, and an accessory homodimer that improves incorporation efficiency and processivity (Johnson et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2009 ). Pol γ is a member of the A family of DNA polymerases, which are most similar to RT due to fold commonalities and conserved active site residues (Bienstock and Copeland, 2004) . Thus, pol γ is more prone to insert NRTIs during replication and side effects are often indicators of mitochondrial toxicity (Brinkman et al., 1999) .
The dT analog NRTIs AZT and d4T have been FDA-approved to treat HIV infection but are plagued by toxicity (Lee et al., 2003) , highlighting the need for safer NRTIs. Two dT analogs, FLT and Ed4T, have been under investigation (Fig. 1) . In vitro work showed FLT inhibited viral replication more effectively than AZT (Kong et al., 1992) , with slow evolution of FLT-resistant mutations in RT (Kim et al., 2001) . However, This article has not been copyedited and formatted. The final version may differ from this version. FLT-treated rats had mitochondrial DNA depletion (Venhoff et al., 2009) . Patient toxicity, including 2 deaths from hepatic failure, halted clinical trials in Phase II (Flexner et al., 1994) . Interest in FLT has renewed somewhat with reports that FLT is effective at lower, less toxic doses (De Clercq, 2010) . Phase II clinical trials with Ed4T have proved more promising despite its structural similarity to d4T (lacking the 4'-ethynyl), a relatively toxic NRTI which inhibits pol γ (Bailey et al., 2009; Johnson et al., 2001) . In vitro studies showed Ed4T is 5× more potent and significantly less toxic than d4T (Dutschman et al., 2004; Paintsil et al., 2007) , and development of RT resistance is slow (Yang et al., 2009 ).
Despite documented mitochondrial toxicity for FLT and potential for mitochondrial toxicity for Ed4T due to structural similarity to d4T, studies directly probing their interactions with pol . Unfortunately, steady-state experiments only provide information on the rate-limiting step of catalysis. For these two polymerases, the rate of polymerization is masked by the slow product-release step. A complete characterization of the analog kinetic profiles is needed, which includes the analog affinity and incorporation rates for both enzymes, and the analog removal rates by pol γ . Pre-steady-state kinetics were required to generate these molecular mechanisms of toxicity, which correspond well to This article has not been copyedited and formatted. The final version may differ from this version. the degree of mitochondrial toxicity observed in patients (Johnson et al., 2001) . We also examined the R964C pol γ mutant since patients with this mutation, located in the polymerase domain of the pol γ catalytic subunit, have higher instances of mitochondrial toxicity when taking d4T (Yamanaka et al., 2007) .
We found WT pol γ was 1,400-fold better at distinguishing Ed4T-TP from dTTP than FLT-TP from dTTP, and this specificity was moderately impaired in R964C pol γ .
Conversely, RT preferred Ed4T-TP to FLT-TP and dTTP. Importantly, Ed4T-TP is the first analog to show this exemplary balance of preferred incorporation by RT and negligible incorporation by WT pol γ . We propose the didehydro ring of Ed4T (and d4T) is important for achieving impaired discrimination in RT, while the 4'-ethynyl group serves as an enzyme selectivity moiety that supports the high discrimination by WT pol
The unique kinetic mechanisms of interaction for FLT and Ed4T can help explain the high levels of toxicity observed for FLT, and predict lower toxicity for Ed4T.
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Materials and Methods
Reagents. The dTTP was purchased from GE Healthcare (Waukesha, WI).
Triphosphate versions of FLT and Ed4T were prepared as described previously (Ray et al., 2002c) . The DNA oligonucleotides D22 (5'-GCC TCG CAG CCG TCC AAC CAA C-3') and D45 (3'-CGG AGC GTC GGC AGG TTG GTT GAG TTG GAG CTA GGT TAC GGC AGG-5') were purchased from IDT (Coralville, IA) and were further purified on a 20% polyacrylamide denaturing gel. T4 polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) was used to label the D22 oligonucleotide at the 5' terminus with [γ- 32 P] ATP (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA). This D22 primer was then annealed to the D45 template as described previously (Ray et al., 2002a) to generate the DNA primer/template substrate.
Enzymes. The recombinant WT accessory subunit of pol γ was expressed and purified as described elsewhere (Johnson et al., 2000) . All pol γ catalytic subunits used contained an N-terminal hexa-histidine tag. The recombinant exonuclease-deficient WT catalytic subunit (WT pol γ ) was expressed and purified as described previously (Graziewicz et al., 2004) , with minor modifications in the chromatography strategy.
Specifically, WT pol γ was eluted from a nickel column using a 20 to 400 mM imidazole linear gradient. The recombinant exonuclease-competent pol γ catalytic subunit (exo + pol γ ) was expressed and purified as described previously (Kasiviswanathan et al., 2010; Lim et al., 2003; Longley et al., 1998) . Site-directed mutagenesis was used to generate the R964C pol γ construct (detailed in (Kasiviswanathan et al., 2010) ), and the recombinant protein was expressed and purified as detailed elsewhere (Kasiviswanathan et al., 2010) .
The recombinant RT (p66/p51 heterodimer) clone was kindly provided by Drs.
This article has not been copyedited and formatted. The final version may differ from this version. Tris, pH 7.8 at 37°C, and 50 mM NaCl) at 37°C for 2 h. The reactions were optimized such that the analog incorporation reaction achieved completion. The remaining experimental parameters were the same for both FLT-MP and Ed4T-MP. The incubations were purified on a 20% denaturing polyacrylamide sequencing gel (8 M urea), and using phosphorimaging, the radiolabeled band, corresponding to the D22 with the analog incorporated at position 23 (D22-FLT-MP or D22-Ed4T-MP) was removed. The DNA was extracted from the gel by gentle mixing at room temperature overnight, in a solution of 0.5 M ammonium acetate, 20 mM magnesium acetate, 1 mM EDTA, and 0.1% SDS.
Following ethanol extraction (75% ethanol solution at -80°C for 4 h) and drying, the D22-analog primer was then re-phosphorylated and re-annealed as described previously to generate the DNA primer-analog/template substrate (Ray et al., 2002a ). An incubation 2). These k obs values were then plotted against nucleotide incorporation and fit to a hyperbola to generate k pol and K d values (Fig. 3) .
Unsurprisingly, WT pol γ was able to incorporate dTTP with very high efficiency.
This article has not been copyedited and formatted. The final version may differ from this version. The k pol for FLT-TP incorporation by WT pol γ was ~ 260-fold slower than for dTTP incorporation (Table 1) . However, the affinity for FLT-TP was actually 7.5-fold tighter than that for dTTP, meaning WT pol γ preferred the nucleoside analog based on K d alone.
Because of this, the overall efficiency of FLT-TP incorporation was only 35-fold lower than dTTP incorporation, indicating that FLT-TP may serve as a substrate for WT pol Interestingly, Ed4T-TP demonstrated a different kinetic mechanism of interaction with WT pol γ than that seen for FLT-TP. The k pol for Ed4T-TP incorporation was 2,100-fold and 7.9-fold slower than dTTP and FLT-TP, respectively (Table 1) . Ed4T-TP also showed superiority to FLT-TP in its weak affinity for WT pol This is supported by the findings of low toxicity in vitro (Dutschman et al., 2004; Haraguchi et al., 2003; Tanaka et al., 2005) .
Discrimination against FLT-TP and Ed4T-TP by RT. The characterization of interaction of these analogs with RT is limited, with previous work including a K i value of 5 nM for the inhibition of RT by FLT-TP (Cheng et al., 1987) , and pre-steady-state This article has not been copyedited and formatted. The final version may differ from this version. studies showing RT preferred dTTP 1.9-fold over Ed4T-TP, versus a 4.5-fold preference of dTTP over d4T (Yang et al., 2008) . We undertook pre-steady-state single-turnover experiments in which RT and the DNA-primer/template substrate were rapidly mixed with MgCl 2 and varying concentrations of dTTP, FLT-TP, or Ed4T-TP (Fig. 4) .
A 2.2-fold decrease in k pol and a 2-fold increase in K d were observed for FLT-TP incorporation by RT relative to dTTP, resulting in a 4.2-fold higher efficiency for dTTP over FLT-TP (Fig. 5 , Table 1 ). Even though there was some preference for the native nucleotide, the similar incorporation efficiency to dTTP indicated that RT would incorporate FLT-TP at significant rates in vivo. The k pol for Ed4T-TP incorporation was identical to that of dTTP. Importantly, the binding affinity was tighter as evidenced by the 2-fold decrease in K d relative to dTTP, indicating that RT incorporated Ed4T-TP 2.0-fold more efficiently than dTTP (Fig. 5 , Table 1 ).
The discrimination by WT pol γ ( substrate were manually mixed with MgCl 2 , and the reaction was quenched after various time points. After separation of the products using gel electrophoresis and quantitation of the substrate band, the percent of substrate was plotted versus time ( Fig. 6 ) and fit to a single exponential equation to obtain k exo values, and, in the case of Ed4T-MP excision, a sigmoidal equation (Fig. 6B inset) .
Both FLT-MP and Ed4T-MP were excised at similar, modest rates, although
Ed4T-MP excision is slower based on the sigmoidal fit ( (Fig. 7) . Such studies are important to determine if This article has not been copyedited and formatted. The final version may differ from this version. Importantly, we showed RT was poor at discriminating both Ed4T and d4T from dTTP (discrimination values of 0.51 and 0.56, respectively (Vaccaro et al., 2000) , Table   2 ), and this preference for these two analogs over dTTP is unique among all of the NRTIs assayed to date ( Table 2 ). The didehydro ring found in d4T and Ed4T may help facilitate incorporation by RT and limit the discrimination of these analogs from the native nucleotides. However, while d4T-TP is preferred over dTTP by RT, the corresponding selectivity by WT pol γ is 840-fold lower than for Ed4T-TP (Table 2) (Table 2 ). It is likely that a similar trend will be seen with 4'-ethynyl-2-fluoro-2'-deoxyadenosine triphosphate (EFdA-TP), which we found had a 4,300-fold preference for dATP over EFdA (Sohl et al., 2012) , and steady-state studies with RT yielded a discrimination of 0.5 (thus EFdA-TP is preferred over dATP) (Michailidis et al., 2009 ).
This article has not been copyedited and formatted. The final version may differ from this version. The 4'-ethynyl group may serve as an enzyme selectivity moiety in Ed4T, although structural studies would be required to assess this.
A more subtle characteristic of the poor discrimination shown by RT for FLT-TP and Ed4T-TP concerns the development of resistance. The rate of generation of NRTI resistance mutations in RT following d4T treatment occurs notably more slowly than in other NRTIs (Lin et al., 1994) . It has been proposed that this is due, at least in part, to poor discrimination by RT (Ray et al., 2002b; Vaccaro et al., 2000) . Thus, our findings of low RT discrimination can offer an explanation for the observed slow RT-resistant mutation rates for FLT and Ed4T (Kim et al., 2001; Nitanda et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2009 ). We also note that important future work includes testing the incorporation efficiency for FLT-TP and Ed4T-TP by RT containing NRTI-resistant mutation(s) to predict effectiveness in NRTI-experienced patients.
Both FLT-MP and Ed4T-MP were excised somewhat efficiently from the primer/template substrate by exo + pol γ (Fig. 6) . While a single exponential equation fit the data measured for FLT-MP excision (Fig. 6A) well, a very slight sigmoidal characteristic of Ed4T-MP excision (Fig. 6B ) resulted in a minor deviation from a similar fit. This initial slow phase caused a slower rate of excision when using a sigmoidal fit (Fig. 6B inset) . It is possible that excision of Ed4T-MP requires a more complicated reaction scheme (i.e., more steps) than FLT-MP excision. This may include conformational change step(s), or changes related to partitioning between the two active This article has not been copyedited and formatted. The final version may differ from this version. Ed4T-TP were incorporated 1.6-, and 2.5-fold more efficiently, respectively (compared to 2.1-fold more efficiently for d4T-TP (Bailey et al., 2009)) ( Table 1) . This resulted in an overall 2.2-and 3.4-fold loss of discrimination for dTTP over FLT-TP and Ed4T-TP, respectively (Table 1) This article has not been copyedited and formatted. The final version may differ from this version. Each point in the graphs represents the observed rate generated from fitting a time course with 10 different points using a single exponential expression, and the standard error is from deviance from the hyperbolic fits. See Table 1 This article has not been copyedited and formatted. The final version may differ from this version. 
